
C A S E  S T U D Y

As one of the top 20 global banks, this leader of the financial sector is one of North America’s 
largest financial service providers. With 78,000 employees supporting operations in over 
53 countries, it generates annual revenues of $21.25 billion through banking, wealth 
management, capital markets and insurance.

Like many other enterprise-level businesses, this bank’s operations 
span multiple mission-critical data centers, facilitate countless 
transactions for 18 million clients and enable the company to generate 
roughly $40,000 in revenue each second. So when management was 
charged with improving network monitoring capacities to support 
network expansion and an increase of data flows, this company decided 
to investigate something new: APCON’s aggregated switching solution. 
The APCON solution reduced redundant tool costs and response time 
while enhancing network visibility.

The Challenge
The company had previously deployed an aggregation and filtering 
solution, which had become difficult to use becase there were a fixed 
number of ports per chassis and not all could be used at the same time. 

Management sought a combined hardware/software solution that 
offers scalability to grow with company needs, features high-density 
architecture to minimize data center footprint, and reduces overall 
capital and investment expenses while improving network monitoring.

The Trial
The management team met with APCON to discuss a solution that 
would displace technologies from other vendors that were causing 
problems in the data center. The customer learned of other APCON 
deployments where MTTR was reduced from 24 hours to merely 90 
minutes―a 94% reduction―and how APCON switching architecture 
enabled 100% network visibility. 

The team decided upon a pilot project using several APCON INTeLLAPATCh® 
switches, each equipped with an INTeLLAFLex Packet Aggregator blade. 
This allowed them to test both switching and packet aggregation in a 
single chassis, ultimately allowing the company to monitor its 10G network 
with existing 1G tools.
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▪ APCON’s enterprise-grade 
hardware offers network 
architects the reliability they 
need in a production data 
center

▪ Scalable to 288 ports of 10G 
in just 8RU, and offering 40G 
inter-switch trunking, APCON 
switches offer the port density 
required for the largest data 
centers
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The Solution
Management agreed that the combined APCON INTeLLAPATCh and INTeLLAFLex 
solution excelled where the other aggregation and filtering technologies fell short. 
After the trial period, upper management decided on a global rollout of APCON 
technology, including a deployment at the data center core.

The INTeLLAPATCh offers a scalable, high-density architecture that supports up 
to eight blades featuring up to 36 ports each of protocols including 1G, 10G, 
and 40G ethernet. This equates to 288 ports in an 8RU chassis―the highest 
port density on the market. Management was also impressed that all 288 ports 
can be utilized simultaneously without impacting data rates and traffic flows. If 
even more ports are needed, APCON supports inter-switch trunking at 40G.  

The APCON solution also reduced overall capital and operational expenditures. 
INTeLLAPATCh’s switching capacity allows for the sharing of traffic capture, 
analysis and security tools―reducing the total number of tools needed for 
optimal monitoring and security in this deployment. Fewer tools means fewer 
support agreements; and, unlike other providers, APCON has no licensing fees 
on its ports, further reducing reducing operational costs.

AbOUT APCON 
APCON develops innovative, scalable 
technology solutions to enhance 
network monitoring, support IT traffic 
analysis, and streamline IT network 
management and security. APCON 
is the industry leader for state-of-
the-art IT data aggregation, filtering, 
and network switching products, as 
well as leading-edge management-
software support. Organizations 
in over 50 countries depend on 
APCON network infrastructure 
solutions. Customers include Global 
Fortune 500 companies, banks 
and financial services institutions, 
telecommunication service providers, 
government and military, and 
computer equipment manufacturers.

Contact Us

Please email sales@apcon.com  
or call 503–682–4050 if you have  
any questions

Designed to achieve the scalability required for larger network infrastructures―The 
IntellaPatch switching line is available in five chassis sizes, which share a common family 
of blades and allow users to customize their mix of ports.

The InTellaPaTch 8RU switch chassis, 
loaded with eight 36-port InTellaFlex 
10G blades offers the highest 10G density 
in a single chassis.
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